Bridport Medical Centre

How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to
friends and family if they needed similar care or
treatment?
Would Recommend

Wouldn't Recommend

93.2 %

4.4 %

Based on a sample of

339 patient(s)
Between

1 Jun 2016 to 30 Jun 2016

Recommend

Last 12 months

Would

Wouldn't
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13 %
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24 %

Response Volume

Please tell us why you feel that way about our practice
Would Recommend

Date

Comment

29/06/2016 12:15

It is pretty good, but perhaps enough time is not given to GP's to see each patient .

29/06/2016 12:13

When an urgent appointment is needed then it is found, very happy with that. However , there can be a liong wait to see dr & not
happy with that .

29/06/2016 12:12

Reception are always very helpful & when needed i am able to see either doctor or nurse quickly .

Neither

Date

Comment

27/06/2016 12:52

Going on since March still do not know what is wrong and never can see the same gp .

07/06/2016 12:54

I dont think the recorded annocement if you want/ need a home visit is very nice , i actually needed a home visit but i became
frightened to ask for it .

Wouldn't Recommend

Date

Comment

28/06/2016 10:07

The practice is fine it is how i was treated by a member of staff i was seen by could have got better information from the vet .

28/06/2016 09:43

Yes this is the most appalling medical centre i ever had the misfortune to attend !.I am currently looking to change to another
surgery in Lyme Regis .

28/06/2016 09:28

The doctor i saw was not helpful or sympathedic to my needs .
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Don't Know

Date

Comment

27/06/2016 01:22

I give up!.What absolutely ridiculous question and apalling waste of money .
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